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1. Introduction
The discovery of a new scalar resonance in the search for the Standard Model (SM) Higgs
boson [1, 2] is a milestone in the LHC physics programme. The properties of this new particle
closely resemble those of the Higgs boson, but further work is needed to clarify if it is really the
Higgs boson predicted by the SM, or something (slightly) different. Vector-boson pair production
has a prominent role in this context. It represents an irreducible background to Higgs and new-
physics searches, and, at the same time, it provides information on the form and the strength of
the vector-boson gauge couplings. The interactions of W and Z bosons with photons are particu-
larly interesting as they test the WW γ and ZZγ couplings, which are predicted by the non-Abelian
SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y gauge group.
The high-energy proton–proton collisions at the LHC allow us to explore the production of
V γ (V =W±,Z) pairs in a new energy domain. Measurements of V γ final states have been carried
out by ATLAS [3, 4, 5, 6] and CMS [7, 8, 9, 10] using the data sets at centre-of-mass energy√
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV. These measurements have been compared to the SM predictions and used
to improve the limits on anomalous couplings and on the production of possible new resonances.
The most precise SM predictions in fixed-order perturbation theory available for V γ production
at hadron colliders are, on the one hand side, electroweak corrections at next-to-leading order
(NLO), which were presented in Ref. [11] for W γ and in Ref. [12] for Zγ production, and, on
the other side, next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections, which were discussed in
Ref. [13].† Full leptonic decays, off-shell effects and final-state photon radiation are consistently
included in all of these calculations, i.e. the hadronic production of the full final states ℓ+ℓ−γ and
ν ¯νγ as well as νℓ+γ and ℓ− ¯νγ is evaluated, and often referred to as Zγ and W γ production for
convenience.
In these proceedings we discuss selected results on Zγ and W γ fiducial cross sections and
distributions at NNLO QCD accuracy, and provide comparisons to ATLAS √s = 7 TeV data. All
results shown here were presented in Ref. [13].
2. Details of the calculation
The NNLO computation requires the evaluation of tree-level scattering amplitudes with up to
two additional (unresolved) partons, of one-loop amplitudes with up to one additional (unresolved)
parton, and of one-loop squared and two-loop corrections to the Born subprocess (qq¯→ ℓ+ℓ−γ and
qq¯ → νℓ ¯νℓγ for Zγ , qq¯′ → ℓνℓγ for W γ). Furthermore, processes with charge-neutral final states
receive loop-induced contributions from the gluon-fusion channel (gg → ℓ+ℓ−γ and gg → νℓ ¯νℓγ).
In our computation, all required tree-level and one-loop amplitudes are obtained from the OPEN-
LOOPS generator [16]‡, which implements a fast numerical recursion for the calculation of NLO
scattering amplitudes within the SM. For the numerically stable evaluation of tensor integrals
we rely on the COLLIER library [17], which is based on the Denner–Dittmaier reduction tech-
niques [18, 19] and the scalar integrals of [20].
†First results for Zγ production were presented in Ref. [14], and for Wγ production in Ref. [15].
‡The OPENLOOPS one-loop generator by F. Cascioli, J. Lindert, P. Maierhöfer and S. Pozzorini is publicly available
at http://openloops.hepforge.org.
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The two-loop corrections to the Drell–Yan-like Born processes, where the photon is radiated
off the final-state leptons, have been available for a long time [21]. The last missing ingredient, the
genuine two-loop corrections to the V γ amplitudes, have been presented in Ref. [22].
The bookkeeping of all partonic subprocesses and the numerical integration of the different
cross section contributions is managed by the fully automatized MUNICH framework§, which also
automatically organizes the mediation of NLO-like soft and collinear divergences by means of
the Catani–Seymour dipole subtraction method [23, 24]. To deal with NNLO corrections to the
hadronic production of arbitrary colourless final states F , the qT subtraction formalism [25] has
been implemented into this framework, i.e. the extraction procedures for all required counterterms
and hard-collinear coefficients up to O(α2s ), which were presented in Refs. [26, 27, 28, 29, 30],
were added in a process-independent way, giving rise to the numerical program MATRIX¶. This
tool has been applied to several hadronic processes at inclusive and fully differential level [13, 14,
31, 32, 33], and also in the first combination of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic resummation
with NNLO fixed-order accuracy for on-shell WW and ZZ production [34]. More calculational
details are described in Ref. [13].
3. Numerical results
For the electroweak couplings we use the so-called Gµ scheme, where the input parameters
are GF , mW , mZ . In particular we use the values GF = 1.16639×10−5 GeV−2, mW = 80.399 GeV,
mZ = 91.1876 GeV, ΓZ = 2.4952 GeV and ΓW = 2.1054 GeV. We set the CKM matrix to unity.
We use the MMHT 2014 [36] sets of parton distribution functions (PDFs), with densities and αS
evaluated at each corresponding order (i.e., we use (n+ 1)-loop αS at NnLO, with n = 0,1,2),
and we consider N f = 5 massless quarks/antiquarks and gluons in the initial state. The default
renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF ) scales are set to µR = µF = µ0 ≡
√
m2V +(p
γ
T)
2
, and
scale uncertainties are estimated by varying µF and µR independently in the range 0.5µ0 and 2µ0.
The present formulation of the qT subtraction formalism [25] is limited to the production
of colourless systems F and, hence, it does not allow us to deal with the parton fragmentation
subprocesses. Therefore, we consider only direct photons, and we rely on the smooth cone isolation
criterion [35]. Considering a cone of radius r =
√
(∆η)2 +(∆φ)2 around the photon, we require
that the total amount of hadronic (partonic) transverse energy ET inside the cone is smaller than
EmaxT (r),
EmaxT (r)≡ εγ pγT
(
1− cosr
1− cosR
)n
, (3.1)
where pγT is the photon transverse momentum; the isolation criterion ET < EmaxT (r) has to be ful-
filled for all cones with r ≤ R. All results presented here are obtained with εγ = 0.5, n = 1 and
R = 0.4. For these results, we verified at NLO that the difference between using smooth and hard
§MUNICH is the abbreviation of “MUlti-chaNnel Integrator at Swiss (CH) precision”—an automated parton level
NLO generator by S. Kallweit. In preparation.
¶MATRIX is the abbreviation of “MUNICH Automates qT subtraction and Resummation to Integrate Cross Sec-
tions”, by M. Grazzini, S. Kallweit, D. Rathlev, M. Wiesemann. In preparation.
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pγT,cut
[GeV]
Njet
σLO
[pb]
σNLO
[pb]
σNNLO
[pb]
σATLAS
[pb]
σNLO
σLO
σNNLO
σNLO
pp(→W γ)→ ℓνγ +X @√s = 7TeV
≥ 0 2.058+6.8%−6.8% 2.453+4.1%−4.1% 2.77
±0.03 (stat)
±0.33 (syst)
±0.14 (lumi)
+136% +19%
15 0.8726+6.8%−8.1%
= 0 1.395+5.2%−5.8% 1.493
+1.7%
−2.7% 1.76
±0.03 (stat)
±0.21 (syst)
±0.08 (lumi)
+60% +7%
40 ≥ 0 0.1158+2.6%−3.7% 0.3959+9.0%−7.3% 0.4971+5.3%−4.7% +242% +26%
pp(→ Zγ)→ ℓ+ℓ−γ +X @√s = 7TeV
≥ 0 1.222+4.2%−5.3% 1.320+1.3%−2.3% 1.31
±0.02 (stat)
±0.11 (syst)
±0.05 (lumi)
+50% +8%
15 0.8149+8.0%−9.3%
= 0 1.031+2.7%−4.3% 1.059
+0.7%
−1.4% 1.05
±0.02 (stat)
±0.10 (syst)
±0.04 (lumi)
+27% +3%
40 ≥ 0 0.0736+3.4%−4.5% 0.1320+4.2%−4.0% 0.1543+3.1%−2.8% +79% +17%
pp(→ Zγ)→ ν ¯νγ +X @√s = 7TeV
≥ 0 0.1237+4.1%−3.1% 0.1380+2.5%−2.3% 0.133
±0.013 (stat)
±0.020 (syst)
±0.005 (lumi)
+57% +12%
100 0.0788+0.3%−0.9%
= 0 0.0881+1.2%−1.3% 0.0866
+1.0%
−0.9% 0.116
±0.010 (stat)
±0.013 (syst)
±0.004 (lumi)
+12% −2%
Table 1: Results on fiducial cross sections to the ATLAS 7 TeV analyses on pp → ℓνγ , pp → ℓℓγ , and
pp→ ννγ . Event-selection criteria are detailed in Tables 1,4,6 of Ref. [13].
cone isolation is at the 1−2% level‖, i.e. well below the current experimental uncertainties and still
smaller than the remaining theoretical uncertainties. We can thus safely compare our theoretical
predictions with experimental data.
Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm [39] with radius parameter D = 0.4, and a jet
must have pjetT > 30 GeV and |η jet|< 4.4.
In these proceedings, we limit ourselves to compare our predictions to the ATLAS results for
W γ and Zγ at 7 TeV [5]. Experimental results and theoretical predictions on fiducial cross sections
are collected in Table 1 for the different channels, with and without a veto against jets. The precise
kinematic cuts to define these fiducial cross sections are detailed in Tables 1,4,6 of Ref. [13], and
are not repeated here.
The predicted inclusive W γ cross sections (W+γ and W−γ are always summed over) with the
‖Obviously, the agreement also significantly depends on the fragmentation function used when employing the hard
cone isolation, which typically has large uncertainties.
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Figure 1: Rapidity difference between the charged lepton and the photon for W γ (left) and Zγ production
(right) at LO (blue, dotted), NLO (red, dashed) and NNLO (green, solid). The lower panel shows the
NNLO/NLO ratio. Final-state radiation has been disabled for these plots.
soft pγT cut of 15 GeV are quite large: the NLO K factor is +136%, and the NNLO corrections
increase the NLO results by +19%. The measurement of the inclusive cross section by ATLAS
shows a 2σ excess with respect to the NLO prediction, which is reduced to well below 1σ when
including the NNLO corrections. The impact of QCD corrections at NLO and NNLO is reduced
to 60% and 7%, respectively, when a jet veto is applied (Njet = 0). Such an effect is expected [40]
and apparently leads to a more stable perturbative prediction, but also to the possible need of more
conservative procedures to estimate perturbative uncertainties. In the exclusive case, the excess
of the measured fiducial cross sections over the theoretical prediction is reduced from 1.6σ to
1.2σ when going from NLO to NNLO. We note that the scale variations at NLO significantly
underestimate the impact of the NNLO corrections, in particular in the inclusive case.
The predicted Zγ cross sections in the visible Z decay mode with the soft pγT cut of 15 GeV
get corrected by +50% (+27%) at NLO and by +8% (+3%) at NNLO in the inclusive (exclusive)
case, respectively. Both the NLO and NNLO predictions are in agreement with the experimental
results, and the NNLO corrections improve the agreement, especially in the inclusive case.
It is obvious that the W γ process features much larger radiative effects with respect to the
Zγ process, which should be contrasted to what happens in the case of inclusive W and Z boson
production, where QCD radiative corrections are essentially identical [41]. It is thus the emission
of the additional photon that breaks the similarity between the charged-current and the neutral-
current processes. By studying the LO contributions to the Zγ and W γ cross sections it turns out
that the additional Feynman diagram in which the photon is radiated off the W boson gives rise to a
radiation zero [42], which does not exist in Zγ production. This exact zero, present in the on-shell
partonic W γ tree-level amplitude at cos θ∗ = 1/3, where θ∗ is the scattering angle in the centre-
of-mass frame, gets diluted by the convolution with the parton densities and by off-shell effects,
but it is responsible for the suppression of the Born level W γ cross section with respect to Zγ . As
pointed out in Ref. [43], this radiation zero leads to a dip in the LO distribution in the rapidity
difference ∆yℓγ between the charged lepton and the photon, which is illustrated in Figure 1. Real
radiation appearing beyond LO breaks the radiation zero, and thus the relative impact of higher-
order corrections is significantly increased.
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Figure 2: Photon transverse momentum distribution for the processes pp(→Wγ)→ ℓνγ (upper plots) and
pp(→ Zγ)→ ℓ+ℓ−γ (lower plots) in the inclusive (left) and exclusive case (right) at NLO (red, dashed)
and NNLO (green, solid) compared to ATLAS data. In the upper panel, only experimental uncertainties
are shown. The lower panel shows the data/theory ratio for both theory preditions, and the bands indicate
theoretical uncertainty estimates from scale variations.
Beyond the cross section in the fiducial region, ATLAS has also provided the measured cross
sections differential in the photon transverse momentum. A comparison of the resulting distribu-
tions with our theoretical NLO and NNLO predictions is displayed in Figure 2 for the processes
pp(→W γ)→ ℓνγ (upper plots) and pp(→ Zγ)→ ℓ+ℓ−γ (lower plots), both for the inclusive (left
plots) and the exclusive (right plots) case. In general, the inclusion of NNLO corrections signifi-
cantly improves the agreement between data and theory. The improvement is particularly important
in the inclusive W γ case, and less pronounced for Zγ and for the exclusive predictions, where the
overall size of NNLO corrections is significantly smaller.
When switching to a harder cut of 40 GeV on pγT, Table 1 shows significantly increased
corrections of +242% and +79% at NLO and of +26% and +19% at NNLO for the processes
pp(→W γ)→ ℓνγ and pp(→ Zγ)→ ℓ+ℓ−γ , respectively.
In the W γ case, this increased relative impact of higher-order corrections in case of a harder
pγT cut can be well understood by studying distributions in the transverse-mass of the ℓνℓγ system,
(
m
ℓνγ
T
)2
=
(√
m2ℓγ +
∣∣~pγT +~pℓT ∣∣2 +EmissT
)2
−
∣∣∣~pγT +~pℓT +~EmissT
∣∣∣2 , (3.2)
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Figure 3: Transverse-mass distribution of the ℓνℓγ system (upper plots) and invariant mass distribution of
the ℓ+ℓ−γ (lower plots) at LO (blue, dotted), NLO (red, dashed) and NNLO (green, solid) for pγT > 15 GeV
(left) andi pγT > 40 GeV (right), in the inclusive case (Njet ≥ 0). For Zγ production, the loop-induced gluon
fusion contribution is also shown (pink, dash-dotted). The lower panel shows the NNLO/NLO ratio, and the
bands indicate theoretical uncertainty estimates from scale variations.
with soft and hard pγT cuts in more detail. The corresponding plots are shown in Figure 3 (upper
plots). For pγT > 15 GeV (left plot), in Born kinematics the transverse mass has a lower bound of
m
ℓνγ
T & 75 GeV, i.e. below the W → ℓνℓγ peak. When the cut is increased to pγT > 40 GeV (right
plot), this lower bound increases to mℓνγT & 100 GeV, and the W → ℓνℓγ peak is only populated by
real emissions starting from the NLO. This leads to large corrections in a region where the cross
section is sizeable, and thus explains the large effect on the fiducial cross section.
In the Zγ case, an analogous reason for the increased size of corrections with a harder pγT
cut can be found by studying the invariant mass distribution of the ℓ+ℓ−γ system, which is also
depicted in Figure 3 (lower plots). For pγT > 15 GeV (left plot), a lower bound of mℓ+ℓ−γ & 66 GeV
exists in Born kinematics, i.e. the Z → ℓ+ℓ−γ peak is populated already at LO, and the region
below the cut does not significantly affect the fiducial cross section. When the cut is increased
to pγT > 40 GeV (right plot), the applied cuts produce a lower bound of mℓ+ℓ−γ & 97 GeV in LO
kinematics, and the Z → ℓ+ℓ−γ peak is not populated at all at LO. The region below the boundary
contributes sizably to the cross section, but in this region the NLO computation provides actually
the leading non-vanishing prediction. Hence the NNLO predictions effectively correspond to the
first perturbative correction, with a comparably large K factor of about 1.4.
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The loop-induced gluon fusion process, also shown in Figure 3, turns out to be small: it
amounts only to around 6(9)% of the full O
(
α2S
)
correction and, correspondingly, to less than
1(2)% of the total fiducial cross section in case of the soft and the hard pγT cut, respectively.
The predicted fiducial cross sections for pp→ ν ¯νγ in the ATLAS setup at 7 TeV [5] are pre-
sented in Table 1, summed over three neutrino channels, and show relative corrections of +57%
(+12%) at NLO and +12% (−2%) at NNLO in the inclusive (exclusive) case. The inclusive NNLO
prediction is in good agreement with the cross section measured by ATLAS. In the exclusive case,
Njet = 0, the NNLO corrections are very small, with most likely underestimated scale uncertainties
at the 1% level, and we observe quite a significant discrepancy with respect to the ATLAS mea-
surement. This can be understood by hadronization corrections, which are stated to be small for all
the other discussed processes, but lead to sizeable effects in ν ¯νγ , particularly for Njet = 0. Here,
the Z → ν ¯ν decay implies that the final state can be identified only through the photon and the
additional radiation. The comparison of our NLO result with that quoted in Table VII of Ref. [5],
which is corrected for hadronization effects, indeed shows that in this case an O(30%) correction
must be applied to the parton level theoretical prediction, thus reconciling it with the experimental
result.
4. Summary and discussion
In these proceedings we have reported on a complete and fully differential computation of
QCD radiative corrections to W γ and Zγ production at hadron colliders. More precisely, we have
considered the processes pp → ℓ+ℓ−γ , pp → νℓνℓγ and pp → ℓνℓγ , where, in the first case, the
lepton pair ℓ+ℓ− is produced either by a Z boson or a virtual photon. The diagrams in which the
photon is radiated off the final-state charged leptons were consistently included. We have presented
quantitative predictions for fiducial cross sections and for various kinematical distributions for pp
collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV. The impact of QCD radiative corrections strongly depends on the applied
cuts. In the case of Zγ , the impact of NNLO corrections is generally moderate, ranging from 8% to
17%. We have also shown that the loop induced gluon fusion contribution is generally small, and
it accounts for less than 10% of the full O(α2S) correction. In the case of W γ production the NNLO
effects are more important, and range from 19% to 26%. The larger impact of QCD radiative
effects in the case of W γ production is a well known consequence of a radiation zero [42] existing
in the W γ amplitude at Born level. This effect produces a suppression of the LO distribution in the
rapidity difference between the charged lepton and the photon, and NLO and NNLO corrections
are thus quite significant. As expected, the impact of QCD radiative effects is strongly reduced
when a jet veto is applied (Njet = 0), being smaller than 3% in the case of Zγ , and about 7% in the
case of W γ .
The uncertainties from missing higher-order contributions were estimated through scale vari-
ations, and turn out to be of the order of ±4% (pp → ℓνℓγ), ±(1− 2)% (pp → ℓ+ℓ−γ), and
±(2− 3)% (pp → νℓνℓγ) in the inclusive case (see Table 1). Whereas the NNLO–NLO differ-
ence clearly exceeds the NLO scale band, we believe that the NNLO scale uncertainties obtained
in the case Njet ≥ 0 should provide the correct order of magnitude of the true uncertainty, as it is
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the first order at which all partonic channels are accounted for. For Njet = 0, a more conservative
approach has to be adopted to obtain a realistic estimate of the perturbative uncertainty.
The quantitative predictions we have presented for
√
s = 7 TeV were obtained by using the
same cuts adopted by the ATLAS collaboration in their measurement of the W γ and Zγ cross
sections [5]. We compared to ATLAS data, both for the fiducial cross sections and for some kine-
matical distributions, and the agreement between data and theory is in general improved at NNLO,
in particular the former ≈ 2σ excess in W γ compared to NLO is reduced well below 1σ (the
remaining discrepancy to our prediction for pp→ νℓνℓγ with a jet veto is understood).
To achieve reliable predictivity in the high-pγT region, a combination of our results with EW
corrections [11, 12] is required, which is, however, left for future work.
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